
INDEX

abstention from voting
explanation of, 139
majority calculations and, 325
recording, 292–293
unanimity not negated by,

316–317
acclamation, voting by, 298–299
active consensus, 342
adjournment of debate, 177

completion of discussion of another
motion, motion to adjourn
until, 183

effect of, 177–179
explanation of vote on, 134–135
‘item under discussion’ for purposes

of, 184
limits on number of speakers on,

187–188
motion not to vote

distinguished from motion to
adjourn, 180

regarded as motion to adjourn,
179

motion to adjourn after completion
of debate but before voting,
182–183

motion to adjourn vote as motion
for, 182

motion to refrain from making a
decision as, 180

postponement of consideration
motion as motion for, 180,
181–182

priority of motion for, 273
coupled with substantive motion,

274

different motions for, priority
between, 274

procedural motions, 183
as reconsideration, 235–236
reconsideration rules, applicability

of, 243–244
referral motion as motion for,

182
single motion to adjourn on two

separate resolutions, 184
on specific proposals or

amendments, 185–187
adjournment of meeting, 103–107

‘during discussion of any matter’,
104, 106

explanation of vote on, 135–136
floor requested prior to motion for,

107
forms of motions for, 106
interruption of speaker for purposes

of, 106–107
as interruption of voting, 376–377
presiding officer’s powers regarding,

85, 90
priority of motion for, 272
quorum for, 101
reconsideration rules, applicability

of, 243–244
to specific time, 105
time limits on motion for, 104
voting, adjournment during, 108
when proposed, 105

adoption of rules of procedure
attending States’ obligation to

comply with adopted rules,
32–33

446
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independence and sovereignty of
international conferences,
19–22

majority requirements for, 26–30
principles behind, 19
right of conferences to adopt own

rules, 22–26
agenda

competence motion vs. motion on
inclusion in agenda, priority
between, 172

reconsideration of proposals and
draft resolution on item not to
be included on, 234–235

motion not to discuss item on, 234
motion to change order of items

on, 235
amendment of rules of procedure, 434,

435–436
amendments

adjournment of debate on, 185–187
closure of debate

revision of amendments and, 199
sub-amendments submitted after,

199
submission of amendments after,

198–199
committees

no decision on committee report,
call for, 209

referring issue to different
committee, 209–210

decision not to vote on, 283
deferment of discussion via, 208–209
distinguishing between separate

proposals and
legal counsel’s definition as to, 203
in practice, 203–207
transformation of amendment

into separate proposal, 211
UNGA and UN Model Rules as to,

201–202
inadvertent oral amendments, 213
interruption of voting for, 382–383

oral amendments, 383–384
previous reservation of right to

submit amendments, 384
sub-amendments, 384–385

list of speakers, submission after
closing of, 120

no decision on committee report,
call for, 209

notice, submission without
practice as to, 156–161
rules as to discussion of, 154
rules as to voting on, 154–155

oral amendments, inadvertent,
213

paragraph-by-paragraph deletions,
insertions, and revisions, 210

parts of, separate votes on. See
separate votes

preambular parts of amendment
when operative parts rejected,
status of, 359–360

presentation prior to proposal, 212
presiding officer’s powers regarding.

See presiding officer
priority of voting on. See priority
to procedural motions, 213–214
prohibition on, 215
proposals regarded as, 75–76,

211–212
reconsideration and. See

reconsideration of proposals
referring issue to different

committee by, 209–210
revision by sponsor, 214–215
right to submit, reservation of, 384
separate vote, motion for, 360
single vote on package of, 212
sponsors of proposals

adoption of amendment by, 212
revisions by, 214–215
sub-amendment adoption

implying rejection of another
sub-amendment accepted by
sponsors, 219

sub-amendments. See
sub-amendments

substance of proposal, calling for
removal of, 207–208

time limits for submission of,
164–165

transformation into separate
proposal, 211
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amendments (cont.)
two amendments submitted

together, separate votes on,
367

two-thirds majority required for,
323–324

voting on, 215

withdrawal of motions or proposals,
222–224

basic texts, 175–176, 241
Berlin, Congress of (1878), 7, 276
British parliamentary procedure

adjournment of debate, defeat of
motion for, 243

adjournment or suspension of
meeting, 104

amendment defined, 202
closure of debate, motion for, 189

importance to history of rules of
procedure, 10

candidatures, interruption of voting
for withdrawal of, 387

clarification. See also explanation of
vote

interruption of voting for, 382
point of order as, 253

clarity of speech, 143
closed meetings, 109
closure of debate, 188

amendments
revision of, 199
sub-amendments submitted after

closure, 199
submission after closure, 198–199

commencement of debate, closure
prior to, 200

explanation of vote and, 135,
193–194

immediate vote motion as motion
for, 190–191

‘indefinite postponement’, meaning
of motion for, 177

‘item of discussion’ for purposes of,
191

majority rule required for, 189–190
on points of order, 200

procedural motions proposed after,
197–198

process of voting on motion for, 191
revision of amendments and, 199
right of reply and, 123, 131,

192–193, 197
right to complete statement after,

194–195
speakers requesting floor before,

195–196
sponsors

right to introduce previously
submitted proposal after, 196

right to reply to questions after,
197

voting
immediate vote motion as motion

for, 190–191
process of voting on motion for,

191
proposal voted on after adoption

of motion for closure, 191–192
closure of list of speakers. See speakers
closure of meeting, presiding officer’s

powers regarding, 85, 90
combining votes on two proposals,

366–367
commencement of debate, closure

prior to, 200
commencement of voting, 371–374

connected series of votes, 374
in elections, 374
in paragraph-by-paragraph votes,

375
committees, 408

amendments
no decision on committee report,

call for, 209
referring issue to different

committee by, 209–210
credentials committee, 64–65

physical examination of
credentials by, 65

report of, 65
drafting. See drafting committees
equally divided votes in, 332
explanation of vote by, 138
general, 409–411
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main, 411–412
majority rules for

equally divided votes, 332
two-thirds majority, 321

plenary, relationship to, 408–409
procedure of, 408
reconsideration of proposals in,

226–228, 229
types of, 409
withdrawal of motions or proposals

adopted by, 220
competence of conference, 168–170

debating motion on, 172–173
legal opinion as to, 170–171
priority between motion on

competence and motion on
inclusion in agenda, 172

voting
competence to discuss vs.

competence to vote, 173–175
on part of proposal as question of

confidence, 171
on question of confidence, 171
reconsideration, competence

motion following defeat of
motion not to vote as, 239

compliance of attending States with
conference rules. See under
international law and rules of
procedure

conference vs. congress, 1
conflicts of interest and impartiality of

presiding officer, 72–73
consensus, 335–337

active, 342
‘by general agreement’ and ‘without

a vote’ synonymous with, 338
explanation of vote on, 139
increased use of, 338–340
negative effects of, 339–340
reservations as to, 345
unanimity and, 315–316
UNGA use of term, 343–344
voting

as agreement without, 338
with possibility of, 344–345
without possibility of, 344

correcting records of conference, 403

correction of vote
after announcement of result,

390–393
before announcement of result,

389–390
no UNGA or UN Model Rules

regarding, 388
record of, 393–394
on recorded or roll call vote, 393
UN Secretary-General’s report on,

388–389
credentials, 58

capital, signature in, 61
committee, 64–65

physical examination of
credentials by, 65

report of, 65
competing, 61–62
disputes as to, settlement of, 65–66
invalid, 60–64
observer organisations, 67
political grounds for invalidating,

62–64
provisional admission, 66–67
signatory of, 60–61
submission on, 59–60

customary law. See international law
and rules of procedure

debates
adjournment. See adjournment of

debate
closure. See closure of debate
commencement of debate, closure

prior to, 200
explanation of vote on adjournment

or closure of, 135
point of order, challenging decision

of presiding officer on, 260–261
quorum for, 96
right of reply and closure of, 123, 131
time limits on, 89

deferral
of discussion via amendment,

208–209
of vote, interruption of voting for

proposal regarding, 381
disputes as to credentials, 65–66
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documents of conference. See records
of conference

drafting committees, 412
acting beyond mandate, 421–422
composition of, 423–425
informal negotiations, use for,

416–418
mandate of, 412–416
transfer of proposal to, 418–421
of UNGA, 425–426

due process and rules of procedure, 3
EC. See European Commission
ECOSOC (UN Economic and Social

Council)
adjournment of debate, 185
consensus, 336
draft rules for convening of

conferences (1949), 20, 23
interruption of voting, 387
majority rules, 319
NGOs (non-governmental

organisations), participation
by, 64

priority, 271
reconsideration of proposals, 232
right of reply, 124, 125, 129
secret ballots, 297
withdrawal of sponsors, 148

elections, voting in, 309–310, 374,
387

electronic voting, 294
end of voting, 375
equally divided votes, 332–333

committee, voting in, 332
two alternative proposals both

receiving, 333–334
voting on main proposal when

voting on amendment is tied,
278

European Commission (EC)
credentials, 58
explanation of vote, 140
participation in conferences by,

55–57
quorum requirements, 99
right of reply, 126
voting by, 287

explanation of text being voted on,
interruption of voting for, 382

explanation of vote, 132–133
abstention, 139
adjournment or closure of debate,

motions on, 134–135
adjournment or suspension of

meeting, motions on, 135
closure of debate and, 135, 193–194
closure of list of speakers, following,

141
comments on other delegations not

allowed in, 140
on consensus, 139
interruption of voting for, 385–386
non-State entities, 140
paragraph by paragraph, 140
president’s discretion to allow, 133
on procedural motions, 134
right of reply to, 131
on secret ballots, 139
by sponsors of proposals, 136–137

committee proposals, 138
co-sponsors, 138
discretion of conference or

assembly to allow, 137
voting against own resolution or

withdrawing sponsorship, 138
time limits on length of, 135–136
when to make, 140–141

expungement of statements from
record, 89

Final Act, 407

Framework Convention on Tobacco
Control (2004), 77

general agreement, consensus as
decision reached by, 338

general committees, 409–411

government, rules of procedure as
essence of, 2

Helsinki Process on consensus, 336
history of rules of procedure

British Parliamentary procedure, 10
development of, 7–12
League of Nations
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influence of rules on procedural
development, 9–11

model codification, 12–15

UNGA rules, drafting of, 10–12
IAEA. See International Atomic Energy

Agency
ICAO. See International Civil Aviation

Organisation
ICC (International Criminal Court) on

drafting committees, 414
ILC. See International Law

Commission
ILO. See International Labour

Organisation
IMO/IMCO. See Inter-Governmental

Maritime (Consultative)
Organisation

impartiality of presiding officer, 72–73
‘indefinite postponement’, meaning of

motion for, 177
independence and sovereignty of

international conferences,
19–22

indicative votes, 291, 303–306
INMARSAT (International Maritime

Satellite Organisation), 78
Inter-Governmental Maritime

(Consultative) Organisation
(IMO/IMCO)

amendment of rules of procedure,
435

basic text, 175
competence of conference, 156
drafting committees, 416, 419
indicative votes, 303, 304, 305
majority rules, 322, 333
notice of proposals, 159
preferences, voting on, 308
presiding officer, 77
quorum, 98
reconsideration of procedural

motions, 243
reconsideration of proposals, 226,

237, 238
records of conference, 400, 401
separate votes, 351
speakers, 112, 114

voting on principles, 300, 301, 302
withdrawal of motions or proposals,

223
inter-governmental organisations. See

non-State entities; observers;
specific organisations

International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA)

adjournment of debate, 180, 187
amendment of rules of procedure,

435
committees, 408
correction of vote, 391, 394
credentials not signed in capital, 61
list of speakers, 116
notice of proposals, 156
presiding officer, powers of, 80, 83,

91
provisional admission, 67
records of conference, 401
right of reply, 124
separate votes, 367
suspension of rules of procedure,

432
International Civil Aviation

Organisation (ICAO)
amendments, 214, 435
closure of debate, 197
distinguishing between separate

proposals and amendments,
201, 205

drafting committees, 421
majority rules, 324, 332
notice of proposals, 161–163
presiding officer, powers of, 75, 81,

84
reconsideration of proposals, 225
seconding motions, 149
secret ballots, 296
separate votes, 352
voting, 294
voting on principles, 300, 303
withdrawal of motions or proposals,

222
International Labour Organisation

(ILO)
amendments, 209, 212, 218
closure of debate, 195–196
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International Labour (cont.)
combining votes on two proposals,

366
credentials, signatory on, 60
history of rules of procedure, 9
independent power of conference

to adopt rules of procedure,
24

indicative votes, 306
interruption of voting, 379
languages at conferences, 396
majority rules, 325, 326
notice of procedural motions, 152
points of order, 252, 254
presiding officer, powers of, 73, 81,

88, 92
priority, 279
quorum, 102, 103
records of conference, 406
right of reply, 122, 129, 130, 131
secret ballots, 296
separate votes, 352
speakers, 112
sub-amendments, 218
suspension of rules of procedure,

432–433
voting, 290, 294

international law and rules of
procedure

binding nature of procedural
precedents, 42–48

definition of international or
customary law, 38

disclaimers as to setting precedent,
48–50

League of Nations model
codification proposal, 12–15

obligation of attending States to
comply with conference rules, 9

adopted rules of conference,
compliance with, 32–33

assembly of international
organisation, compliance with
rules of procedure at, 31–32

customary international law as
basis for, 38–42

general principles of law as basis
for, 37–38

multilateral treaty, rules of
procedure regarded as, 33–34

tacit consent as basis for, 35–36
voting for resolution regarded as

legal commitment to comply,
34–35

status of rules of procedure as
international law, 47, 50

International Law Commission (ILC)
attending States’ obligation to

comply with adopted rules of
procedure

independent right of conferences to
set own rules, 21, 24, 25

majority rule for adoption of rules of
procedure, 26–28

International Maritime Satellite
Organisation (INMARSAT), 78

International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) conferences

clarity of speech, 143
competence of conference, 171
drafting committees, 414
languages at conferences, 396
majority rules, 333
reconsideration of proposals, 228
records of conference, 401
secret ballots, 297

interruption of voting, 370
adjournment of meeting as, 376–377
for amendments, 382–383

oral amendments, 383–384
previous reservation of right to

submit, 384
sub-amendments, 384–385

for clarification of text being voted
on, 382

commencement of voting for
purposes of, 371–374

connected series of votes, 374
in elections, 374
in paragraph-by-paragraph votes,

375
for comments, 381
connected series of votes, 374,

378–379
for deferral of vote proposal, 381
end of voting for purposes of, 375
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index 453

for explanation of vote, 385–386
individual proposals, as referring to

voting on, 370–371
language discrepancy leading to, 382
majority rules, to ascertain, 385
for motion not to vote, 380–381
for points of order, 375
for reconsideration request, 387
for revision of proposal, 386–387
for sub-amendments, 384–385
suspension of meeting as, 377–378
UNGA rules of procedure regarding,

376
to withdraw sponsorship, 385
for withdrawal of candidatures, 387

invalid credentials, 60–64
invalid votes, 311
invitations and participation

credentials. See credentials
EC, 55–57
NGOs, 57–58
non-State entities, 53–54
‘Palestine’, 54–55
parties issuing invitation, 51
presiding officer’s power to invite

observers, 92
reconsideration at multi-session

conferences, 236–237
State participation, universality rule

regarding, 51–53
UN Model Rules on, 52

irrelevant or offensive statements,
141–143

personal attacks, 143
presiding officer’s authority

regarding, 85–87

reply, contents of, 127
languages at conferences

authentic language of text voted on,
397–398

interruption of voting due to
language discrepancy, 382

notice of proposals, 150, 154
official languages, 395–396
reconsideration, voting again due to

discrepancy in language
versions as, 233

voting again due to language
discrepancy, 398

voting on one language version of
text, 397

working languages, 397
League of Nations

competence of conference, 168
drafting committees, 412
equally divided votes, 332
languages at conferences, 396
model codification proposal,

12–15
notice of proposals, 151
presiding officers, 70, 71, 74, 87
priority, 264, 275, 279
procedural motions, 246
quorum rules, lack of, 97
reconsideration of proposals,

225
rules of procedure, 9–11
speakers, closing list of, 118
suspension or adjournment rules,

104

unanimity, 313
main committees, 411–412
majority rules, 317–318

adoption of rules of procedure,
26–30

amendment of rules of procedure,
435–436

calculation of majority
as absolute majority of all States

represented, 327–329
abstentions not taken into

account for, 325
fractions of votes, 326–327
representatives present and

voting, what constitutes,
324–326

closure of debate, 189–190
committee, voting in

equally divided votes, 332
two-thirds majority, 321

equally divided votes, 332–333
committee, voting in, 332
two alternative proposals both

receiving, 333–334
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454 index

majority rules (cont.)
voting on main proposal when

voting on amendment is tied,
278

interruption of voting to ascertain,
385

one State one vote principle, 317
quorum, 100
reconsideration of proposals,

225–226
simple majority, 318–319
two-thirds majority, 320–322

of all States represented, 329–330
amendments, 323–324
committee, voting in, 321

unanimity. See unanimity
weighted majorities, 330–331

mechanical voting, 294
meetings

adjournment. See adjournment of
meeting

closure, presiding officer’s powers
regarding, 85, 90

suspension. See suspension of
meeting

memorial silence, calls for, 93
model codes

ECOSOC 1949 draft rules for
convening of conferences, 20,
23

League of Nations codification
proposal, 12–15

UN. See UN Model Rules
motions

on competence. See competence of
conference

as defined by Robert’s Rules of Order,
145

procedural. See procedural motions
proposals distinguished, 145–146
seconding, 149–150
withdrawal. See withdrawal of

motions or proposals

multilateral treaty, rules of procedure
regarded as, 33–34

NGOs. See non-governmental
organisations

no decision, calls for
adjournment of debate, notion to

refrain from making a decision
as, 180

amendment calling for no decision
on committee report, 209

no vote, motion for. See voting
non-delegates. See observers
non-governmental organisations

(NGOs). See also non-State
entities; observers

credentials of observer
organisations, 67

invitations to and participation in
conferences, 57–58

non-State entities
credentials of observer

organisations, 67
explanation of vote by, 140
invitations and participation, 53–54

notice of proposals, 150, 163–164
amendments submitted without due

notice
practice as to, 156–161
rules as to discussion of, 154
rules as to voting on, 154–155

languages at conferences, 150, 154
procedural motions

to enforce rule regarding, 164
notice required for, 151–153

submission of written proposals,
150–151, 163–164

substantive proposals, requirements
for, 153–154

substantive proposals submitted
without due notice

no voting or discussion allowed
on, 155–156

practice regarding, 156–161
voting

on amendments submitted
without notice, 154–155

practice regarding, 156–161

substantive proposals submitted
without notice, 155–156

observers
credentials, 67
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distribution of documentation
submitted by, 399–400

NGOs invited as, 57–58
non-State entities invited as, 53–54
presiding officer’s power to invite,

92
proposals submitted by, 166–168
right of reply by, 125–126
right of reply to statements made by,

126
statements by, 115

offensive or irrelevant statements,
141–143

personal attacks, 143
presiding officer’s authority

regarding, 85–87
reply, contents of, 127

officers
president. See presiding officer
rapporteur, 93–94
secretariat, 94–95, 166
vice-presidents, 95

one State one vote principle, 317

order of voting. See priority
‘Palestine’

participation in conferences by,
54–55

right of reply, 54–55, 126
participation in conference. See

invitations and participation
personal attacks, 143
plenary, relationship of committees to,

408–409
points of order, 247–249

clarifications, 253
closure of debate on, 200
conference or assembly’s power to

decide on, 254–256
interruption of voting for, 375
number of, limits on, 258
presiding officer, 253

challenging decision of, 258–261
discretion to allow delegate to

raise point of order, 254
not requiring decision of, 252
power to rule on, 75
requesting decision of, 250

procedural motions
distinguished, 249–250
raising of points of order in order

to submit, 251–252
raised while speaker is addressing an

earlier point of order, 257
speaking to substance during

statement on, 261
on technical arrangements, 253
time limits on statements regarding,

258
types of, 250–253
vote

challenge of president’s decision,
259–260

not requiring, 252
political grounds for invalidating

credentials, 62–64
political use of rules of procedure, 2
postponement of consideration motion

as motion for adjournment of
debate, 180, 181–182

precedent
binding nature of, 42–48
disclaimers as to, 48–50

preferences, voting on, 306–309
presiding officer, 68

amendments
deadlines for submitting, 91
determining which amendment is

furthest removed from
proposal, 80

proposals regarded as, 75–76
rejection of another amendment

implied by, 78
appointment of, 68–71
calling on speakers, 91–92
closure, suspension or adjournment

proposed by, 85, 89
compatibility of different proposals,

79
delegation of authority to, 92
explanation of vote, discretion to

allow, 133
expungement of statements from

record, 89
functions of, 73–74
impartiality of, 72–73
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presiding officer (cont.)
importance of question, deciding,

82–83
irrelevant or offensive statements,

authority regarding, 85–87
memorial silence, calls for, 93
number of interventions, limits on,

90
observance of rules of procedure,

ensuring, 74
operative parts of resolution,

determining, 78
points of order. See points of order
principle, proposing questions of, 84
proposals, powers as to

amendments regarded as
proposals, 75–76

closure, suspension or
adjournment, 85, 89

compatibility of different
proposals, 79

deadlines for submitting, 91
order of voting, 80
substantive proposals, 84–85
ultra vires determinations, 81–82

quorum, power to determine
presence of, 100

reconsideration, determining
whether motion requires, 80

removal of speakers from rostrum,
87–89

right of reply, discretion to grant,
121–123

right to change decisions, 93
subsequent proposals, decision to

vote on, 268
substance, enforcement of rule on

speaking to, 91
substance vs. procedure

determinations, 76–78
substantive proposals made by,

84–85
time limits set by, 89–90
ultra vires determinations, 81–82
vice-presidents, 95
visitors, clearing, 92
voting

order of, 80
results announced by, 75

separate vote, approving request
for, 83–84

principle, presiding officer’s power to
propose questions of, 84

principles, voting on, 299–301
decision as to, 302–303
effect of, 301–302

priority
adjournment of debate, motion for,

273
coupled with substantive motion,

274
different motions for, priority

between, 274
adjournment of meeting, motion

for, 272
amendments

decision not to vote on, 283
‘furthest removed in substance

from original proposal’,
282–283

priority of voting between,
278–281

priority over voting on proposal
itself, 275–278

separate votes, 365–366
sub-amendments, 283–284
voting on main proposal when

voting on amendment is tied,
278

competence motion vs. motion on
inclusion in agenda, 172

motion not to vote, 270
between motions to grant, 275
between procedural motions,

271–272
adjournment of debate, 273, 274
adjournment of meeting, 272
different procedural motions not

entitled to special priority,
274–275

motions to grant priority, 275
suspension of meeting, 272

procedural motions over substantive
proposals, 270–271

reintroduced proposals, 269
revised proposals, 269
separate votes on amendments and

proposals, 365–366
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sub-amendments, 283–284
subsequent proposals, decision to

vote on, 267–268
substantive proposals

adjournment of debate motion
coupled with, 274

motion not to vote vs., 270
procedural motions vs., 270–271

suspension of meeting, motion for,
272

when proposals are considered
submitted, 267

procedural motions
adjournment of debate on, 183
amendments to, 213–214
closure of debate, proposed after,

197–198
defined and described, 245–246
examples of decisions as to,

246–247
explanation of vote on, 134
notice required for, 151–153
notice-enforcement by, 164
points of order

distinguished, 249–250
raised in order to submit,

251–252
priority between. See under priority
priority over substantive proposals,

270–271
proposals on procedure commonly

known as motions, 145–146
reconsideration of, 242–244
separate votes, 368–369
speaking to substance on, 143
substantive vs. procedural matters,

determination of, 76–78
time limits on, 90
types of, 245–246
unanimity rules not applicable to,

313
proposals

adjournment of debate on, 185–187
amendments distinguished from. See

amendments
amendments to. See amendments
amendments to other proposals,

proposals regarded as, 75–76,
211–212

basic texts for, 175–176
on competence. See competence of

conference
main committees, submission to,

412
motions distinguished, 145–146
notice of. See notice of proposals
observers, submission by, 166–168
operative parts, presiding officer’s

power to determine, 78
order of discussion of, 146
parts of, separate votes on. See

separate votes
presiding officer’s powers as to. See

presiding officer
priority of. See priority
procedural, usually known as

motions, 145–146. See also
procedural motions

reconsideration of. See
reconsideration of proposals

revision of
interruption of voting for,

386–387
priority affected by, 269
by sponsors, 165–166

secretariat, submission by, 166
sponsors of. See sponsors of

proposals
substantive. See substantive

proposals
time limits for submission of,

164–165
when considered submitted, 267
withdrawal. See withdrawal of

motions or proposals
proposers. See sponsors of proposals

proxy voting, 298
quasi-unanimity, 312, 316
quorum

adjournment, 101
calculation of, 101–102
changes in requirements, 99
debates vs. voting, 96
history and development of UN

practices regarding, 96–101
majority requirement, 100
at opening of meeting, 101
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quorum (cont.)
presiding officer’s power to

determine presence of, 100
purposes of, 97
voting

debate requirements vs., 96

re-vote in absence of quorum,
102–103

rapporteur, 93–94
reconsideration of procedural motions,

242–244
reconsideration of proposals

adjournment of debate, motions for,
235–236, 243–244

adjournment of meeting, motions
for, 243–244

agenda
draft resolution on item not to be

included on, 234–235
motion not to discuss item on, 234
motion to change order of items

on, 235
amendments

basic text, defeat of amendment
of, 241

motion to vote on amendment
inadvertently not voted on as,
233–234

separate vote request on text for
which amendment for deletion
has been defeated as, 230

UNGA rules, 239–241
in committees, 226–228, 229
competence motion after defeat of

motion not to vote, 239
discussion group convened

following vote, 238
interpretive vote as, 238
interruption of voting to request, 387
invitations to multi-session

conferences, 236–237
language versions, voting again due

to discrepancy in, 233
majority required for, 225–226
misunderstanding during vote,

request to vote again due to,
231–233

motion to vote on amendment
inadvertently not voted on as,
233–234

paragraph relocation as, 238
presiding officer’s power to

determine whether motion
requires, 80

procedural motions, 242–244
recounts as, 234
reservation of right to, 237–238
separate vote requests

amendment for deletion of text
already defeated, 230–231

on part of text for which there had
been a previous separate vote
request, 229–230

suspension, motions of, 243–244
voting as. See under voting

recorded or roll call vote
abstentions, 292–293
correction of vote on, 391
delegations present but not voting,

listing of, 291–292
disclosure of person requesting,

290–291
indicative votes, 291, 306
order of voting in, 293
right to call for, 287–290
when to request, 291

records of conference, 398–399
abstention from voting, 292–293
adding written statements to,

402–403
additions to, 403–404
correcting, 403
correction of vote, 393–394
deletions from, 404–407
expungement of statements from

record, 89
Final Act, 407
observers, distribution of

documentation submitted by,
399–400

summary records, 401
verbatim records, 401

recounts, as reconsideration, 234
reintroduced proposals, priority of,

269
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resubmission of previously withdrawn
proposal, 221–222

revision of proposals
interruption of voting for, 386–387
priority affected by, 269
by sponsors, 165–166

right of reply, 120–121
circumstances under which right

arises, 128–130
closure of debate and, 123, 131,

192–193, 197
to explanation of vote, 131
heads of state and non-delegates,

statements made by, 126
number of replies by single delegate

on single topic, limits on,
130–131

by observers, 125–126
presiding officer’s discretion to

grant, 121–123
relevance of content of, 127
to statement made in right of reply,

131
time limits on, 90, 127–128
when exercised, 123–125

right to call for recorded or roll call
vote, 287–290

right to complete statement after
closure of debate, 194–195

right to have separate vote, 350
right to reconsider, reservation of,

237–238
right to speak, 110–111
right to submit amendment,

reservation of, 384
Robert’s Rules of Order

closure of debate, majority rule for,
189

correction of vote, 389
motion as defined by, 145
motions to adjourn, forms of, 106
points of order, 260, 261
presiding officers, 85

roll call vote. See recorded or roll call
vote

rules of procedure
adoption of. See adoption of rules of

procedure

amendment of, 434, 435–436
consistency and universality of, 1, 6
defined, 1, 3
government, as essence of, 2
history of. See history of rules of

procedure
international law and. See

international law and rules of
procedure

political use of, 2

suspension of. See suspension of
rules of procedure

seconding motions, 149–150
secret ballots, 294–298

explanation of vote on, 139
representatives absent when names

called in, 298
secretariat, 94–95, 166
separate votes, 347–348

amendment of motion for, 360
consequences of, 348
form of vote, 353
IMO/IMCO formula for authorising

requests for, 351
motion to request, 352
number of speakers on motion for,

353–354
on particular paragraph after defeat

of previous motion to vote on
other paragraphs in same
resolution, 357

on particular sub-paragraph after
defeat of previous motion to
vote on every sub-paragraph,
356

parts of a proposal defined for
purposes of, 356–357

on phrase after failure of motion to
delete phrase, 357–359

point of order, parts of challenge to
decision of presiding officer
regarding, 261

preambular parts of amendment
when operative parts rejected,
status of, 359–360

presiding officer’s approval of
request for, 83–84
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separate votes (cont.)
priority between amendments and

proposals, 365–366
procedural motions, 368–369
as reconsideration

amendment for deletion of text
already defeated, 230–231

on part of text for which there had
been a previous separate vote
request, 229–230

rights of delegates to have, 350
separate discussions regarded as

implying, 368
on two amendments submitted

together, 367–368
vote on proposal as a whole

following, 360–363
paragraph-by-paragraph vote as a

whole, 364
remainder of proposal as a whole

after voting on separate
paragraphs, 364

remaining parts of partially
rejected resolution, 364

vote on request for, 352
show of hands, voting by, 287
silence, calls for moment of, 93
sovereignty and independence of

international conferences,
19–22

speakers. See also statements
adjournment of debate, limits on

number of speakers on,
187–188

adjournment of meeting
floor requested prior to motion

for, 107
interruption for, 106–107

calling on, 91–92
clarity of speech, 143
floor requested by

adjournment motion after, 107
closure of debate and, 195–196

irrelevant or offensive statements by,
141–143

personal attacks, 143
presiding officer’s authority

regarding, 85–87
reply, contents of, 127

length of statements, time limits on,
89, 113–114

list of, 115–117
amendment submitted after

closing, 120
closing, 117–118
explanation of vote after closure

of, 141
objections to closing, 118–119
persons who may propose closing,

119
results of closing, 119

number of, limits on, 114–115,
187–188, 353–354

number of times a representative
may speak, limits on, 90,
111–112

obligation to speak, lack of, 110
observers as, 115
personal attacks by, 143
points or order raised while speaker

is addressing an earlier point of
order, 257

removal from rostrum, 87–89
right of reply. See right of reply
right to speak, 110–111

sponsors of proposals, 146
amendments

adopted by, 212
revised by, 214–215
sub-amendment adoption

implying rejection of another
sub-amendment accepted by
sponsors, 219

closure of debate
right to introduce previously

submitted proposal after, 196
right to reply to questions after,

197
committees as, 138
co-sponsors, 138
explanation of vote by. See

explanation of vote
limits on number of, 146
list of, 147–148
request not to vote, 310–311
revision of proposals by, 165–166
voting against own resolution, 138
withdrawal of proposals by, 222
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withdrawal of sponsors, 97, 138, 148,
385

statements. See also speakers
clarity of speech, 143
expungement from record, 89
irrelevant or offensive, 141–143

personal attacks, 143
presiding officer’s authority

regarding, 85–87
reply, contents of, 127

length of, 113–114
by observers, 115
personal attacks, 143
right of reply to. See right of reply
right to complete after closure of

debate, 194–195
substantive. See substantive

proposals
States

compliance with conference rules.
See under international law and
rules of procedure

majority rules calculated by all States
represented

absolute majority, 327–329
two-thirds majority, 329–330

one State one vote principle, 317
universality rule regarding

participation, 51–53
straw polls (indicative votes), 291,

303–306
sub-amendments, 216–218

adoption and subsequent rejection
of original amendment, 218

adoption implying rejection of
another sub-amendment
accepted by sponsors, 219

closure of debate, submitted after,
199

furthest removed from amendment,
284

priority, 283–284
time limits for submission of, 165

substantive proposals
amendments calling for removal of

substance of proposal, 207–208
determining substantive vs.

procedural matters, 76–78
enforcement of rule on, 91

notice requirements for, 153–154
notice, submitted without

no voting or discussion allowed
on, 155–156

practice regarding, 156–161
point of order, during statement on,

261
presiding officer, substantive

proposals made by, 84–85
priority

adjournment of debate motion
coupled with substantive
proposal, 274

motion not to vote vs. substantive
proposal, 270

procedural motions vs.
substantive proposals, 270–271

on procedural motions, 143
summary records, 401
suspension of meeting, 103–105,

107–109
‘during discussion of any matter’,

104
explanation of vote on, 135–136
as interruption of voting, 377–378
presiding officer’s powers regarding,

85, 89, 90
priority of motion for, 272
reconsideration rules, applicability

of, 243–244
time limits on motion for, 104
voting, suspension during, 108

suspension of rules of procedure
international conferences, practice

at, 428–430
international organisations, practice

in, 432–434
reconsideration rules, applicability

of, 244
UN Model Rule 84 as to, 427

UNGA practice as to, 427, 430–431
ties (equally divided votes), 332–333

committee, voting in, 332
two alternative proposals both

receiving, 333–334
voting on main proposal when

voting on amendment is tied,
278
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462 index

time, adjournment of meeting to
specific, 105

time limits
on debates, 89
on explanation of vote, 135
points of order, statements

regarding, 258
presiding officer’s powers regarding,

89–90
on procedural motions, 90
proposals and amendments,

submission of, 164–165
on right of reply, 90, 127–128
on statements, 89, 113–114
sub-amendments, submission of,

165
suspension or adjournment,

motions for, 104
on withdrawal of motions or

proposals, 222
two-thirds majority, 320–322

of all States represented,
329–330

amendments, 323–324

committee, voting in, 321
ultra vires determinations of presiding

officer, 81–82
UN Economic and Social Council. See

ECOSOC
UN Model Rules, 9–11

codification of, 15–18
credentials committee, proposed

abolition of, 64
functions of presiding officer, 73
languages at conferences, 150
Rule 1, 22
Rule 16, 9–11
Rule 18, 59
Rule 19, 66
Rule 24, 410
Rule 25, 94, 411
Rule 26, 410
Rule 33, 96
Rule 34, 85
Rule 35, 135–136, 247, 254
Rule 36, 112
Rule 36(1), 92
Rule 36(2), 85

Rule 36(3), 90
Rule 39, 117, 120
Rule 40, 118, 120
Rule 41, 177
Rule 42, 120, 188
Rule 43, 104, 108
Rule 44, 271
Rule 45, 175
Rule 46, 150, 153
Rule 47, 220, 269
Rule 48, 168
Rule 50, 225
Rule 51, 335
Rule 53, 76, 319, 321, 324, 332
Rule 54, 286, 294
Rule 55, 132, 137, 139, 194
Rule 55(1), 133, 136
Rule 56, 371, 376
Rule 57, 79, 348, 360, 361, 364
Rule 58, 201, 216, 218, 283
Rule 58(1), 145
Rule 59, 215, 365
Rule 59(1), 79
Rule 60, 256, 263, 269, 270, 281
Rule 61, 294, 310
Rule 62, 310
Rule 64, 412, 423
Rule 67, 227
Rule 69, 395
Rule 70, 395
Rule 71, 395
Rule 72, 398
Rule 73, 399
Rule 81, 434
Rule 82, 434
Rule 84, 427
UNGA rules as basis for, 9

unanimity
abstentions not negating, 316–317
consensus and, 315–316
as historical norm for conferences,

312–315
near or quasi-unanimity, 312, 316
procedural motions, not applicable

to, 313
at UN, 314, 316

UN-convened conferences, power of
UN to set preconditions for, 21,
22–26
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UNGA (UN General Assembly) rules
of procedure, 4

consensus as term, use of, 343–344
drafting of, 10–12
languages at conferences, 150
League of Nations rules influencing,

9
Rule 28, 64
Rule 29, 66
Rule 31(a), 74
Rule 35, 73, 74, 85, 89, 92
Rule 37, 73
Rule 38, 410
Rule 39, 410
Rule 40, 409, 431
Rule 41, 409
Rule 43, 410
Rule 47, 94
Rule 50, 242
Rule 56, 254
Rule 58, 398
Rule 65, 348
Rule 67, 96, 185
Rule 68, 85, 91, 92, 115, 141
Rule 71, 91, 135, 247, 253, 257, 258,

261, 271
Rule 72, 90, 111, 113
Rule 73, 117, 120, 122
Rule 74, 90, 134, 177, 179, 180, 186,

187
Rule 75, 90, 134, 188, 194
Rule 76, 90, 103, 105, 135, 272
Rule 77, 270, 271
Rule 78, 145, 150, 151, 153, 154, 155,

157, 161
Rule 79, 168
Rule 80, 165, 220, 221
Rule 81, 225, 242
Rule 82, 349
Rule 83, 320
Rule 84, 264, 323
Rule 85, 318, 320
Rule 86, 324
Rule 87, 286, 293
Rule 87(a), 253, 293
Rule 88, 90, 132, 137, 194, 371, 374,

376
Rule 89, 79, 347, 350, 359, 360, 362,

364

Rule 90, 80, 201, 213, 215, 240, 275,
278

Rule 91, 179, 256, 263, 267, 281,
283

Rule 92, 294
Rule 93, 309
Rule 94, 309
Rule 95, 332
Rule 116, 186
Rule 118, 362
Rule 123, 227
Rule 128, 377
Rule 129, 359
Rule 133, 332
Rule 163, 434, 435
Rule 168, 96
suspension of rules of procedure,

practice as to, 427, 430–431

universality rule regarding State
participation in conferences,
51–53

verbatim records, 401
vice-presidents, 95
visitors, clearing, 92
‘voter’s paradox’, 308
voting

abstention from. See abstention
from voting

by acclamation, 298–299
adjournment of vote motion as

motion to adjourn debate, 182
on amendments, 215
closure of debate

immediate vote motion as motion
for, 190–191

process of voting on motion for,
191

proposal voted on after adoption
of motion for closure, 191–192

combining votes on two proposals,
366–367

commencement of, 371–374
connected series of votes, 374
in elections, 374
in paragraph-by-paragraph votes,

375
on competence of conference. See

competence of conference
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464 index

voting (cont.)
consensus

as agreement without voting, 338
with possibility of voting, 344–345
without possibility of voting, 344

correction of. See correction of vote
decision made without, 298–299
determining issue to be voted on,

285
by EC, 287
in elections, 309–310, 374, 387
electronic, 294
end of, 375
equally divided votes (ties), 332–333

committee, voting in, 332
two alternative proposals both

receiving, 333–334
voting on main proposal when

voting on amendment is tied,
278

explanation of. See explanation of
vote

immediate vote motion as motion
for closure of debate, 190–191

indicative votes (straw polls), 291,
303–306

interruption of. See interruption of
voting

invalid, 311
languages at conferences and. See

languages at conferences
majority rules for. See majority rules
mechanical, 294
method of, 285, 286
misunderstanding during vote,

request to vote again due to,
231–233

motion not to vote
distinguished from motion to

adjourn, 180
interruption of voting for,

380–381
motion to adjourn debate,

regarded as, 179
priority, 270
reconsideration, competence

motion following defeat as, 239
withdrawal, as alternative to, 224

motion to adjourn after completion
of debate but before voting,
182–183

notice
amendments submitted without,

154–155
practice regarding, 156–161
substantive proposals submitted

without, 155–156
order of. See priority
on points of order

challenge of president’s decision,
259–260

not requiring, 252
on preferences, 306–309
presiding officer’s powers as to

announcement of results, 75
order of voting, 80
separate vote, approving request

for, 83–84
on principles, 299–301

decision as to, 302–303
effect of, 301–302

by proxy, 298
quorum

requirements for vote vs. debate,
96

voting again in absence of,
102–103

reading out proposal or amendment
prior to, 285

as reconsideration
competence motion following

defeat of motion not to vote,
239

discussion group convened
following vote, 238

interpretive votes, 238
language versions, voting

again due to discrepancy in,
233

misunderstanding during vote,
request to vote again due to,
231–233

motion to vote on amendment
inadvertently not voted on,
233–234

recounts, 234
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recorded or roll call vote. See
recorded or roll call vote

recounts, as reconsideration, 234
re-vote in absence of quorum,

102–103
by secret ballot, 294–298

explanation of vote on, 139
representatives absent when

names called in, 298
separate votes. See separate votes
by show of hands, 287
sponsor’s request not to vote,

310–311
State compliance with conference

rules, voting for resolution
regarded as legal commitment
to, 34–35

subsequent proposals, decision to
vote on, 267–268

suspension or adjournment during,
108

weighted majorities, 330–331
WHO. See World Health Organisation

(WHO) and World Health
Assemblies

withdrawal of candidatures,
interruption of voting for, 387

withdrawal of motions or proposals,
220

amendments, qualifications
regarding, 222–224

committees, motions adopted by,
220

motion not to vote as alternative to,
224

of part of a motion, 221
resubmission of previously

withdrawn proposal, 221–222
sponsors’ agreement to withdraw,

222
time limits on, 222

withdrawal of sponsors, 97, 138, 148,
385

World Health Organisation
(WHO) and World Health
Assemblies

adjournment of debate, 178, 180,
182, 184

adjournment of meeting, 105
amendment of rules of procedure,

435, 436
amendments, 208, 212, 214
closed meetings, 109
closure of debate, 190, 191, 194
committees, 409
competence of conference, 170, 171,

174
drafting committees, 425
explanation of vote, 135, 137, 139,

140, 141
indicative votes, 305
interruption of voting, 378
languages at conferences, 397
length of statements, limits on,

114
notice of proposals, 163
points of order, 250, 252
presiding officer, 73, 76, 80, 82, 86,

90
priority, 280
procedural motions, 250, 252
quorum, 101, 102
reconsideration of proposals, 229,

234–235, 239
records of conference, 403
right of reply, 122, 126, 131
secret ballots, 295, 296, 297
separate votes, 353, 368
speakers, 110, 114, 116–117
voting, 289–290, 291
withdrawal of motions or proposals,

223
withdrawal of sponsors, 148
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